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You can use Family Access to reserve the time slots when you wish to attend conferences for your children. Depending
on how the conferences are set up, you may schedule one time, or you may be able to schedule a time with each
teacher your child works with. You can include any specific notes the teacher should have access to prior to the
conference. For example, if you have children at the elementary and high school levels, you may schedule one
conference for your elementary child who works with the same teacher all day, and multiple conferences for your high
school child who attends classes with multiple teachers.

Note:
Skyward does not have access to your information. The various areas you have access to within the software are based
on configurations set by your system administrator; please contact your child's school with questions.

Scroll past the video to access the step-by-step instructions.

- Collapse to Hide Audio Transcript

Scheduling conferences with your student’s teachers has never been easier thanks to Family
Access. To begin, we’ll scroll down to Sarah Abbot and choose the April Parent Conferences
tile. In the top left under the Step 1: Select A Teacher heading, we’ll choose which teacher and
class we’d like to schedule a conference for. We see the corresponding time slots available under
the Step 2: Select A Time Slot heading. Any time slots that are available display with a green
icon and a status of Open, while any time slots that have already been scheduled for the teacher
display as Closed. We’ll click the plus sign next to the time slot we’d like to schedule the
conference for. Under the My Conference Schedule heading, the time slot we chose displays and
we can update the Method we’d like for the conference. In this case, we’d like the conference to
occur by Phone. Once we select Phone, the Location field updates so we can indicate the number
we’d like to be contacted at. If we have specific details that we’d like to discuss, we could add
them to the Note to Teacher field. We’ll choose another teacher and class combination to
schedule another conference. In this case, we see a Conflict status because we already have
another conference scheduled during that time. We’ll go ahead and select another Open time
slot. In this case, we want to meet with this teacher In-Person, so we can accept the default
Method. We’ll notice that the Location defaults in and cannot be changed. Once we’ve
scheduled all the conferences we’d like, we can click Done. Here, we’ll see a summary of our
conference schedule. If we’d like, we could print this out to have a PDF copy. Now that you’ve
scheduled conferences in Family Access, you’re ready to meet with your child’s teachers.
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1. Sign in to the software using your assigned username and password.
Step Information
If you have access to more than one portal, you may need to click the Down Arrow icon next to the House icon
and select Family Access from the Home drop-down menu.
Expected Result
You see the Family Access tile screen, where you can view tiles for all of your children.

2. Select the Tile for the conference you wish to schedule time slots for.
Step Information
The name of the tile displays as the name of the conference. A green banner appears at the top of the tile, which
identifies the date that conference scheduling is open until. Alternatively you can select the Conferences tile and
then click the Open icon to the left of the conference date you wish to schedule time slots for and click Schedule
Conferences near the top right of the Conference Details screen. If you have already scheduled conference time
slots and need to make modifications, you can click Edit Conference Schedule.

You can select a tile under a specific child’s name or under the View All Students heading. If you wish to select a
different child’s information, you can do so by selecting that child’s name at the top left of the screen.
Expected Result
You see the Conference Scheduler screen, which displays options to select staff and a time slot as well as your
conference schedule.

3. Under the Step 1: Select A Teacher heading, highlight the child and associated teacher you wish to schedule a
conference with.
Step Information
You may see multiple records available for the same child, depending on how conferences are configured.
Expected Result
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The time slots available for the student and associated teacher display under the Step 2: Select A Time Slot
heading.

4. Under the Step 2: Select A Time Slot heading, click the Green Plus icon to the left of the time slot you wish to
schedule for the student and teacher combination.
Step Information
You see all time slots that have been created. Any that have not been scheduled display with a Status of Open
and the Green Plus icon, while any that other students have been scheduled into display a status of Closed. If the
timeframe to schedule a conference is not open, you see the Status but no Green Plus icon to schedule the
conference displays.
Expected Result
The time slot displays under the My Conference Schedule heading.

5. Under the My Conference Schedule heading, verify the Method or choose the correct method from the drop-down
list, if appropriate.
Step Information
This defaults to the conference method selected for the conference, but can be modified if necessary. If only one
method was selected when the conference was added, the Method defaults and cannot be modified. For example,
you could select Phone to indicate you wish to have a phone conference instead of an in-person conference.
Expected Result
Selecting Phone enables you to select your preferred phone number in the Location field. Continue to the next
step.

If you did not select Phone, skip to step 7.

6. Select your preferred phone number from the Location drop-down list if necessary.
Step Information
The numbers available for selection are those that the school has on record for you. You cannot add an alternate
number.

7. Enter a Note to Teacher if appropriate.
Step Information
For example, you could list out the concerns you wish to discuss during your conference time slot.

8. If you have multiple children or teachers to schedule conferences with, repeat steps 3 - 7.
9. Click Done near the bottom right of the screen.

Expected Result
You see the Conference Schedule Confirmation screen.

You have successfully scheduled conference time slots in Family Access.
Click here to edit your District Specific Content.
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